In recent years, summertime at TeleProductions has become almost as busy as any semester during the academic year—in fact it’s busier. Here are a few of the video projects our full-time staff and student staff are working on...

*Meet Me @ The Library* is an updated version of the library orientation video which was produced for Libraries & Media Services by TeleProductions in 2003. Incoming freshmen will see this video as part of their university orientation.

*Giving Voice* is an annual reading featuring students in grades three through twelve from area schools performing original poetry and songs. All of these poets participate in workshops offered by the Kent State Department of English with the support of The Wick Poetry Center.

For nearly 20 years, TeleProductions has worked with the top NCAA wrestling referees every year to produce the *NCAA Wrestling Rules Video*. This video is required viewing for all coaches, wrestlers, and referees before each season.

TeleProductions is working with Kent State Family and Consumer Studies faculty member Dr. Gregory Smith on an informational video for caregivers of male stroke victims. This project is made possible through a grant from the National Institutes of Health (NIH).